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UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, APRIL 23. 1914.

VOL. XI.

PLAY IS DUE
ON THURSDAY

CONSOLIDATION
WILL BE VOTED
BILL TO BE PRESENTED TO THE
CITIZENS FOR THE UNITING
OF 8CHOOL8.

BOZEMAN

OR

HERE!

8chool Mutt Be Situated Either atj
Missoula or the Aggie Seat
by 1917.

Petitions for the enactment of a bill j
consolidating the: University at Mis
soula, the Agricultural College at
Bozeman, and the School of Mines at j
Butte, at either Bozeman dr Missoula.:
will be immediately placed in circula- |
:lion over the state.
This was the conclusion reached here
today by a volunteer committee pro- I
Jacting the movement. It drafted the
; bill, and members of the committee
have agreed to supervise the circula
tion of the initiative petitions in cer
tain counties of the state, each comvjnltteeman being responsible for certain !
' ■-districts. Signatures of 8 per cent of j
xjjthe voters in. two-fifths of the counties must be obtained for the submis-!
-slon bt^tie measdi'e. ^ **&*>+r
*3 Senator Paris Gibson of 'Great Falls
and O. F. Goddard of Billings are the I
sponsors of the movement, it is re
ported, and they sent out letters for the
meeting here today. , While It was not
very well attended, assurances were
had from scores unable to come, that
they will do all they can to further
consolidation. Among those here were
(Continued on Page Four)

C H E ER LEADER'
ELECTED
Gregory Powell Chosen as
Yell-Leader for the
Coming Year

Painting
the

“HER OWN WAY” IS THE NAME
OF PERFORMANCE TO BE
GIVEN BY STUDENTS.

!GRACE SANER LEADS

iit®

\

On
Mount
Sentinel
MONTANA WILL MEET WASHINGTON
___ IN TRACK TOMORROW AFTERNOON
j
E TEMPLETON WINS
MPORANE
BOTH TEAMS ARE GOOD
CONTEST
I WITH BEST TEAM FOR MANY

ijjjfa jjjs

YEARS THE UNIVERSITY
GOES AGAINST W. S. C.

Show Is Given Under the Direction of
Mrs. Macleod—Is by Clyde
. Fitch.

On Thursday evening, May 30th, the
University Dramatic Club will present
the second Jplay of the year “Her Own
Way.” It is a very high-class drama
in which the characters represent the
smart society of New York, and the
plot is based on the gamble of the New
York Stock Market. For the past four
weeks the cast has been rehearsing
diligently with the Idea of making this
performance outclass anything that has
yet been attempted on the University
stage. Since the presentation of "Qual
ity Street” the stage has been re
modeled and a beautiful set of cur- ■
tains installed to make the stage ap
propriate for this production.
The author of the play, Clyde Fitch,
Is beet known through his. wonderful
success, "The Stubbbrnness of Geral
dine,” and after writing that was urged
to write a play In which Maxine Eliott
was the star. He wrote "Her Own
Way” and the students and followers of
drama know of the great success with
which it met In London, New York and
all the large eastern and western cities.
This is its first production In Missoula,

Crane of Interscholastic Fame Will Be
Seen in the High Jump But With
Little Competition.
SOPHOMORE WILL REPRESENT
MANAGER BUSHA HAS THINGS
MONTANA AT DEER LODGE
UNDER WAY FOR THE “BEST
IN STATE C0NTE8T.
AND BIGGEST EVER.”
Tomorrow Montana’s track team has

Payne Templeton ‘16 received first
At a session, of ‘'Singing on the
Steps,” held at the university by the honors in the extemporaneous contest
student body last night, Gregory held in the University Monday even
Powell, a sophomore in the institution
was elected cheerleader for the en ing, and is entitled to represent the
suing year. Mr. Powell was chosen Varsity in the state contest at Deer
for the position after a tryout in Lodge early in May at the same time
which several members of the student as the collegiate oratory. Templeton’s
body performed before the men and fame as a rebuttal speaker qualifies
women gathered on the steps of main him for any forensic engagement, and
hall. A good-sized crowd was pres should he go to Deer Lodge he would
ent and the new leader of cheers held meet some of his vanquished opponents
a workout of the rooters following his !of past debates. However, since the
election.
smoothness of his' tongue is equaled
Tuning Up.
!by his endurance in track, it is very
The students last evening “tuned probable that he will be claimed by the
up" for the rooting at the track' meet coach for the two-mile event with
on Saturday, when the university Idaho, which occurrs at the same
track team will compete against a | time. In this case Templeton's old
team from Washington State college. Irunning mate and companion in crime,
The cheering of the students gives Will Long, will speak for the Univer
promise of being one of the features sity. Long is a rostra veteran and has
of Saturday’s contest. Captain Tay [ever brought glory to Montana with
lor of the track team addressed the !his speaking ability. Templeton spoke
students at the rally. He declared Ion ‘Workingmen's Compensation j in
his team fit to give the men from Montana;” Long on “Government
Pullman a hard run for the long end IOwnership of Railroads in- Alaska.”
of the score, on Saturday. All mem ! , The other speakers were Carrol
bers of the team, he said, have been !Baker, "Woman Suffrage”; Stuart Mcworking faithfully and under the dl- i Haffie, ^Panama Tolls' and the Demrection of Coahh Heilman a formid ioerats”; Parson May, "Widow *Relief
able crew of runners, jumpers and Fund.” and Forest Owens, “ConsoHdaweight heavers has been developed. i tion.”

its first trial of the season when it
meets the team from W. S. C. The
Pullman outfit and the Varsity have
always been rivals 'in track and very
few times has either school won by a
very large margin. This year, when
Montana has what is considered- one of
the strongest teams in its history,
Washington State comes here with a
team reported as below the average.
Perhaps the bear stories which have
come from “Pullman are nothing but
bluff, but at any rate, the meet will be
a good one.
Montana’s hopes rest chiefly with Ed
Craighead. If the big fellow can get
Away well in the weights there is no
doubt but what he’ll have good sup(Continued on Pago Four)

CAPTAIN TAYLOR

Preparations are under way to stage
the best carnival that has ever been
given by the students of the Univer
sity. Manager Busha and his score of
assistants are sitting up nights work
ing on the plans. Every effort Is be
ing made to secure new and more
original stunts and to give the people
their money’s worth.
Special' stress will be put on the
parade this year. The parade is the
MI88 GRACE 8ANER
biggest advertisement of the worth of Leading Lady in “Her Own Way.”
a carnival and pains will not be spared
to make it bigger, better and more and it is certain that with all the effort
interesting than ever. More individ and time that has been spent on It by
ual stunts, more floats and more noise Mrs. Macleod and her well-chosen cast
will be prepared. The stunts in the ; that the theatergoers will not be disgymnasium will be of a higher class Iappointed in looking forward to acting
than heretofore. The student body Is equal to that of professionals.
larger, more talent is available and
The Cast.
the students are workiing up more
enthusiasm c very day. So undoubt- ■ Georgiana Carley;..............Grace Saner
edly the- carnival will fulflll the Mrs. Carley..„„............... Amy Brusvon
1hopes of the student boidy and be a Mrs. Steven Carley............Diana Ulin*
Eldine------ ----------....Catherine Rudd
real carnival.
Elanor Little
I Due to the fact that the finances | Lizzie ...............
i
of the A. 3. U. M. arei exceedingly Miss Bell Shindle..... Evalyn Stevenson
Lieut.
Richard
Coleman.........
„..
{low on accoilint of hea vy schedules
[in football, 1basketball tind track a
larger sum ithan ever before must
(Contitu:led on Pag<b Five.)
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POOR SPIRIT.
—19lt—

■ Because there are so many of the
Freshmen this year who are alumni of
Pronounced “Kl-meen.” This Is a word taken from the language of the I the Missoula ‘County High School, it
Selish tribe and means writing, Or something in black and white.
might not be out of place to wake a
Published on Thursday of every Week by the Associated Students of the few remarks concerning an affair which
University of Montana.
' seems to us to threaten the high
school’s reputation as good losers. The
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
j scholastics recently lost a debate to
Gallatin County, The" decision was
Iunanimous and it Would seem that the
OFFICIAL
OF THE
conquered orators'would have accepted
their defeat quietly and not in the
PAPER H
A. S. U. M.
spirit which was manifested in the
last issue of "The Konah,” a paper pub
lished by the high school students. We
Entered as second class mail matter at Missoula, Montana, under Act of understand that there is no faculty su
Congress of March 3, 1879.
pervision of the journal and this prob
ably accounts for the appearance of
FRESHMAN STAFF.
the articles which were in it. There
are two columns taken up on the edi
torial page explaining just why the de
cision went against them. Then on the
front page, above a picture of the de
feated trio, is this little verse: “To
| lose isn’t bad, but oh, how bitter, to
win a debate and then not git ’er.” The
THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1914.
editor of the paper is one of the deIhaters and it looks to us outside like
j
very poor spirit. We hate to see the
OUT OF THE MOUTHS OF BABES
j school lose its reputation as being able
to take defeat and not whine, and we
don't like to see the paper taking up
Kind friends, you who have made this first year at Mon | such
a cause.

p)

There Aint No Such
Animal

tana one of never to be forgotten pleasure, we are offering
ATTRACTING FRESHMEN.
to you the FRESHMAN number of “The Weekly Kaimin.”
—i9i7e^;^|
We do not hold it up as an example of what a paper should j Below is an article taken from the j
be—far from that. We realize its weaknesses and we know j editorial columns of the Chicago Ma
roon. We reprint it because it is ap- :
its many faults. It is gotten out, not with the idea of show | plicable
to the conditions here as well j
ing you that we are journalistic wonders, but merely to j as in the east
the student body wili be
thank you for your much appreciated help during the year. inSoon
the throes of preparation for
Help, without which, we could not have reached our present the Interscholastic. The Inter
status in the school; help which has made our first year in scholastic meet is designed to at
tract “desirable men”—
-that is to
college an easy and happy one; help that we can never for ■say,
athletes-to Chicago: Now,
get or over-estimate.
athletes are all ' good enough; i
are desirable. But there are
One other purpose, and we blush to confess it, is to give they
many other types which the ath
way to-a bit of egotism. We want to tell you in our poor way lete should resemble to sOhie idejust what our class has done to aid in this our first year at . gree, if he is to make a good
Chicago man. What provision is
our chosen Alma Mater. We do not wish to brag when we made
to attract these other fel
set forth our claims to recognition as a minor factor in the lows, or to insure that the athlete
is
apt
be* somewhat that sort
progress of the school, and as we state our humble part in of man?to We
should seek to draw
student activities, we merely want to let you know, in case j men to Chicago who are interest
ed in the big and good things of
you could have possibly overlooked it, that there is at Mon life—
fellows who will be willing
tana a live and active Class of T7.
and ablfe to take advantage of the
So here, before you, we lay the product of our work. superb opportunities for self-culand development afforded by
Treat it kindly, pray, and overlook its many grievious faults. j ture
the University and the city. Is
We’re still but Freshmen at your, no at our, college. We ,; there any way in which we make
an active bid for this type of
have spent not one full term here, at Montana’s greatest j fellows?
And if not, why not?
school, but that one year has taught us to cherish it as I
though it were part ours. And it is, for who can better j
claim it as their own than we, its Freshmen, who having j
spent here our first year, are resolved to come again? Here’s |
a health to the University of Montana, and may her fame j
and standing never be dimmed by the Class of ’17.
The annual spring trip of the Michigan musical clubs, which occurs during
jthe spring vacation, will cover over 6,000 miles, including Chicago, St. Louis,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Reno, Los Angeles and Omaha. Thirty-two men will
be selected to make the trip this year.
The Varsity would be glad to have them visit in Missoula again.
One hundred and twenty-nine students will receive degress, titles, or
certificates at the U of Chicago on March 17.
A really useful gift has been made by these graduates to the student body
in the way of a permanent loan fund. This will be used to help .energetic men
who need money but are not quite able to grab scholarships. Thethoughtfulness. of the Chicago seniors is commendable.
Following the move of the senior class in going on record as being op
posed to cabs and flowers at University functions, the juniors, after spirited
discussion of the matter, passed a resolution to the same effect.—Oregon
Emerald.
A ruling has been made that hereafter the circulation of printed matter
will not be tolerated unless it has received the sanction of the faculty at the
University of Pennsylvania.A bill authorizing the expenditure of $700,000 to erect and equip buildings
for the University of Minnesota was recently passed by the legislature. A
woman’s gymnasium will be built with $126,000 of this money.—U. of W. Daily.

This is why the Freshman
is so late.

Kaimin

MAY THE LORD DELIVER US.
—1917— ’

A Texas university has a secret so-clety, composed of preachers’ sons. An
educational institution I of ' Indiana
bpasts, of a fraternal society composed
of redheaded men. A college in New
Jersey has an organization devoted to
the amelioration of the life and condi
tion of fat men of the college. Now if
some genius would only come along
and organize a national fraternity of
redheaded fat men who are sons of
preachers the cause of righteousness,
liberty and the like ought to receive a
big boost.-—Exchange.

OldCollege
Chums
May be better rememed if you have a bound
volume of the year’s

WEEKLY
KAIMINS
As soon as school is
finished th e Kaimins
will be bound and put
on sale. There will be
about ten of them of
fered. If you wish one
for yourself or friend
put in your order early
as they wont last long.
Notify the Business
Manager if you want a

Bound Kaimin
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U N IV E R S IT Y SO C IE T Y
. Mathewaon of Anaconda and Louise j delicious supper consisting of chicken
wiggle salad, hot rolls, cake and coffee
The active members of Kappa Alpha {Sinclair of Helena,
Theta enjoyed another of their after- j Those who spent the vacation at were served. Those present were
meeting spreads on Tuesday afternoon. j their homes in Butte were Hazel Ly Misses Stevenson, Southerlin, Hawk,
The hostesses were Misses Hazel Ly man, Isabel Gilbert Patsy O’Flynn, Dennis, Ingham, Gillette and Messrs.
man, Grace Jones and Merle Kettle- Arva Willoughby, Bernice Selfridge, Forbes, Fischl, Stanley, Stutzman,
well. In addition to the active chap Helen Buckley, and those from the Sheedy and Handley.
—1917— :
ter, Miss Knowles and Miss Marguerite Bitter Boot were Vera Pride, Agnes
Sandstrom, Esta Holmes, Anna Foley. Faculty Tea.
Bonner were present
Cora
Harmon
spent
the
vacation
in
—1917—
Monday afternoon tea was served at
1Butte with Gladys Huffman '13.
Craig Hall to the faculty members ana
Hawthorne Picnic.
J
Genevieve
Metlen
went
to
her
home
their
wives. Mrs. Lennes and Mrs.
Dr. Bolton chaperoned the members
of Hawthorne on a pleasant moonlight In Dillon and Anna Beck to Deer Lodge [Holliday poured tea. These teas are
[delightful features and will be served
picnic up Patty Canyon last Saturday during vacation.
-1917at Craig Hall once each month.
night Hot dogs and sandwiches were
served. The tramp on the whole Dr. Reynolds Entertains.
—1917— ^
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Reynolds
were
at
home
proved a great success.
to the members of Dr. Reynolds’ Short IPersonals.
-1917Story Class on Wednesday afternoon, Marie Siedentopf returned Monday
Theater Party.
IApril fifteenth. The following Wednes from her home in Miles City, where
The active members of the Delta day the guests Included others of his she was called by the illness of her
Gamma Sorority entertained at a thea students. On both occasions the after mother.
ter party on Wednesday night The noon passed pleasantly with informal Florence Carney, who has been ill at
guests were Misses Mae Pope, Marion Iconversation and a delicious tea was her home in Springdale for the past
three weeks, returned Tuesday morning.
Duncan, Beth Hershey and Evalyn served by Mrs. Reynolds.
Arva Willoughby was called home to
Thomas.
—1917—
Butte Saturday morning on account of
Faculty Away.
-1917the
serious illness of her grandmother.
Among the members of the faculty
Town Girls Hostesses.
The town girls entertained the dor who attended the Inland Empire Gladys Freeze ’13 spent the week-end
mitory girls at a clever circus in the Teachers’ Association were Miss Stew in Missoula and returned Sunday aft
ernoon to Deborgia where she is teach
gymnasium on Saturday evening. The art, Miss Edmonds, and Dr. Kemp.
arrangements carried out the spirit of Dr. Holliday spent the greater part ing.
a circus and the stunts were amusing of last week on a lecture tour in the Miss Frances Donoher left last
Thursday for her home in Great Falls,
and original. Conspicuous among these eastern part of the state.
where she will remain for a few weeks
—1917were the Imitation steam calliope and
on account of Illness.
the clever parodies given by the Ham Spread in Kappa Suite.
—1917—
’
Tree Quartet. Other features were the Jessie Railsback and Ruth Cronk
chariot races; the strong family; the were hostesses at an informal spread Complimenting Judge Clayberg.
elephants, named Thaddeus B., Chap in the Kappa Suite after the dance Dean A. N. Whitlock entertained at'
erone PhUlipus, Flirtius Trexler and Friday evening. The guests were Mary dinner last evening at his home on
Ole Lennes. Miss Lucile Thompson Brown, Patsy O’Flynn, Grace Mathew Connell avenue in compliment to Judge
John B. Clayberg, honorary dean of
starred as ring master. The refresh son, Grace Leary, Gertrude Skinner.
—1917—
the law department of the university.
ments were those common to circuses,
The guests assembled in Judge Claypopcorn, peanuts, ice cream cones and Y. W. C. A.
pink lemonade. No less interesting The University Young Women’s berg’s honor were President Craig
were the sideshows. Following the Christian Association met Tuesday aft head, Judge A. L. Duncan, Judge J. E.
performance an Informal dance was Iernoon at Craig Hall. Miss Diana Ullne Patterson, Judge F. C. Webster, At
gave a very interesting talk concern torney Charles H. Hall, C. L. F. Kel
enjoyed.
ing experiences of her sister who is a logg, Professors L. J. Ayer, Stephen
—1917—
missionary in Turkey.
Langmaid, C. W. Leapliart, and C. M.
Easter Vacation.
—1917About half the dormitory girls went
Neff. The dinner table was beauti
home for the Easter vacation. Among Miss Finley Entertains.
fully appointed with decorations of
those who did not return until later in Miss Katherine Finley entertained at [pink sweet peas and pink carnations
the week were Mary Brown of Thomp her home on Saturday evening, April and dainty flower baskets for place
son Falls, Ann Rector of Great Falls, eleventh. Dancing and cards were en favors. A choice menu was served unCarol O’Donnell of Billings, Grace joyed till a late hour, after which a Ider Mrs. 'Whitlock’s direction.
Theta Supper.

FRESHMAN SOCIETY
Sophomores Entertain Freshmen.

WHODAGESTIT
? ? v

FRESHMAN LAMENT.

Anaconda Copper M ining Co.
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

F IN E ST A T IO N E R Y
When writing letters nice stationery is an Important factor—it often
means much for the writer. Our stock is full of atractlve sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up-to-date.

MISSOULA DRUG COMPANY
HAMMOND BLOCK

/ --------------------------- \

-------------------------- " S

UNITED
CLOTHES
SHOP

S p a ld in g ’s

We specialize on suits
and overcoats at one
price.

for over, thirty-five years—have ,
been the ones to think out, and j
put on the market, things really
new in sport
ARE YOU POSTED ON JUST ’
WHAT’S NEW THIS YEAR?

No more $15.00 No less
Your inspection invited.

Send for our Catalogue. Hun
dreds of illustrations of what to
use and wear—For Competition
—For Recreation—For Health—
Indoor and Outdoor.

PEERS & WHITE

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

Equal to Others at $25.00.

711 2nd Ave.

314 Higgins Avenue

Seattle, Wash.

v
Royal Bakery
Home Made Bread,
Cakes, Pies, Rolls,
Cookies and Doughnuts
Hot Cross Buns Every Friday
Bell 415. 531 So. Higgins. Ind. 1687

O' prey dear, and did you hear the
edict from the war.

One Friday evening the Sophomore I
Morituri Salutamus.
The Freshmen were forbid by Sophs
class entertained the class of ’17 to' a
to use our college door.
country dance in the gymnasium. We wish to use this column this
GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLIE8
Everyone wore his “old-fashioned” week for the purpose of making a They beat us in the relay race, we Construction and Repairs. Fixtures,
wrestled all like fiends,
clothes. Cider and wafers were served solemn declaration. We’ll probably
Bells, Batteries, Eto.
during the evening. Miss Mabel Lyden never be a Freshman again, but in Round, keg of cider then we fought Both Phones
318 Higgins Ave.
’gainst the wearing of the green.
and Mr. E. Pat Kelley furnished the Icase we ever are, we’ll never have anmusic for the evening.
Iother thing to do with the publication Our girls, you know, did deftly sew, red
—1917—
Dr. A sa W illard
of a Freshman edition of The Kaimin.
numbers oh our caps,
The Class of ’17 Entertain.
Osteophathic Physician
Till when we branched for safety’s
So 'elp me.
A masquerade ball was given in
sake, we looked like Irish maps.
Roome 118, 119, 120, 121
—1917—
honor of the Sophomore class last
Our priceless knobs they still retain— 2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg.
semester by the Freshman class. There We had a few brilliant plans for this
Dorm mirrors wear the green.
were costumes of every description, paper but they all blew up somehow But older maids, who lost their braids,
We are dispensers in all
from a tramp to a lord. Prizes were or other. It was such confounded good
stole the caps, I ween,
awarded to the most ridiculous cos weather anyway, and then, too, a
Misses’
Ready-to-Wear
tumes of which Miss Leila Logan and Freshman doesn’t go to school for the O college days, we give you praise, we
Goods
Mr. James Brown were the winners, primary purpose of working on The
live to learn and wait,
which Miss Grace Mathewson was the Kaimin, and more than that, it was so j The day when Senior cap and gown, & T H E L E A D E R
winner for the best costume. Mr. and nice to be invited to go out riding—i
shall sweetly compensate.
"Economists to the People.’*
Mrs. Reynolds chaperoned. Punch and and, well, we just let everything slide. The Freshman cap of cradle life;
wafers were served during the evening. But if it weren’t that the expression
though every Freshman seen,
—1917—
were so trite we would say “I should Is always proud, and always true, to I
worry.” As it is, we’ll say that if you
the wearing of the green.
Tho “M” Is Painted.
—1917,
April =4 marks the day the “M" re Idon’t like the paper, neither do we. It
was
harder
work
for
us
to
write
it
I
ceived its new spring coat, when the
I
than
it
is
for
you
to
read
it,
so
go
to
it.
’17 class made their annual trip up
RAVALLI CONTEST
—1917—
Mount Sentinel. All the members met
TO BE HELD SOON
at Main Hall at two-thirty and start This column after this issue will
ed on their picnic. After the "M" was probably be relegated to the scrap I
painted, everyone enjoyed the lunch heap. Its primary purpose was to fill j The high schools of the Bitter Root
space, anyhow, and now that school is IValley—Hamilton, Victor and Stevensthat the girls prepared.
so hear to a close there’ll probably be yille—have organized into the Ravalli
enough college news to fill up without County Interscholaatic Association for
12 Higgins Avenue
UPS AND D.OWN.
using, this really clever stuff. Us athletic and literary contests. The
—1917—
geniuses aren’t appreciated, anyway. track meet will take place about May 1
Professor Holliday has returned after I
—1917—
for the Ravalli championship. The
GEORGE MILLER,
an extended tour throughout northern j So the column must die But before schools have sent in six short stories
Montana, visiting high schools and j dying we would urge the public to to Doctor Reynolds who, assisted by
The Barber
furthering university extension. He watch for the Freshman stunt in the Doctor Coffman and Professor Jesse,
spoke at Helena, Great Falls, Havre, icarnival. It will be more than good. will judge and grade the compositions Under the First National
Chinook, Malta and Glasgow.
Farewell for ever.
according to rank.
Bank Building

J. A. Cavander

Picture Frames
Art Goods
Simons Paint and
Paper House

J
Dr. R H. Nelson
Dentist

Room 46 Higgins Blook
Phone 1009
Missoula, Mont.

116 West Cedar
Bell Phone 909
MISSOULA

Missoula Hotel
Jas. A. Walsh. Mgr.
Steam Heat
Electrio Light
Eleotrio Bells and Telephonea in
All Rooms.

Student Photographer
New Location 138 Higgins

Ward Studio
European.

H. L. Shapard, Prop.

HOTEL SHAPARD

Missoula, Mont
Private Baths.
Stegm Heat.
Hot and Cold Water. • Cafe and Bar.
We sell Missoula REAL E8TATE
and write FIRE and othe- classes of
INSURANCE.

W. H. SMEAD COMPANY
Phone 212.

MIssouIa, Mont.

For good shoe repairing, students
see us, The

NEW METHOD
Shoe Repair Factory
Bell 370 Blk.

322 N. Higgins Ave.

We Make a Specialty of
Picture Framing

McKay Studio
Higgins Block.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS.

of for others. The buildings mar un-1
doubtedly •be used to, Sofncj purpose-' byi
the state board. Bujj im'view; of the]
great saving in operating expense, it is !
(Contlnueii from Page - One.)
submitted the saving. in annual ap
GOOD
M. VV., Johnston of Billings, Senator | propriations even presently . estimated.)
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
Gibson of Great Falls, S. D. LargentBof] on an interest basis, will much more
. THINGS
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
Great. Fall's,!; Rudolph Vein Tobel ;jof j than equal the present investment As
TO EAT Lewistown,.
John Dietrich of Helena, j to a future proposition, the saving to
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
B.’ A.: ■ Davee of f i e l e na nd Fred the state will he almost incalculable. J
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
Grocers to the South ’Whiteside
of Kallspell.
v 7. An increased opportunity for stu
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
.1
The
bill
provides
that
“from
and
dents
to
take
varied
subjects
and
Side
shop exactly what they require. The men who
after August 1, 1917, the University] courses in various departments. In
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
shall be located at either Missoula for this respect a greater center for all j
Bozeman or within five miles of either!student activities.
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
place,” the decision to be made by the! 8. The elevation of the state of Mon- J
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
Th© only
electors at the general* election in 1916.1tana In the educational world, because
understand the real art of printing. This is why
But “on or before August 1, 1916, of a great centralized educational cen
Short Mill Wood
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
there .may bellied with the secretary of ter.
That is fair to Kalmln readers
state pi); behalf of Bozeman and Mis 9. There is no advantage gained by
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
is sold by
soula, or either of them,..properly ex-i the present separate Institutions. t The
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
The Polleys Lumber ecuted documents specifying a tract or j suggestion that the schools are brought
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
tracts
of
land
available
for
the
site
of
nearer
to
the
people
by
the
present
dis
Company
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
said University within, five miles .of tribution: is erroneous, e. g. a school of
(City- saw milL)
the care used in the selection of material. We
such
city,
and
the
terms
on
which
the
]
law
at
one
place
and
a
school
of
engi
Dry stove length, $4.50 per load
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
Kindling .............$3.75 per load [state board of education may obtain neering at another place proportionate
[
the
same
for
the
site
of
said
Univer-I
ly discommodes just as many as it ac
ected. We are sure that we can please you.
Office at the Mill. Phone 414.
sity, in case it is located in or near commodates. Obviously the only way
said city. Such documents may also to effect this would be to put dupli
specify other Conditions, such as the cated schools over various parts of
Icost of light and. water, quality of the state.
West Main Street, Missoula.
water, etc.”
10. Consolidation will permit the
| The bill 'empowers the state board of consolidated university to bend all its
and Company
education to do whatever may be nec energies to the development of the
essary to carry out the purposes of the school itself while at present a large
act, and specifically directs that the amount of time and money is spent by
G rocers
University location shall consist of hot each school in its endeavor to obtain
A CLEAN STORE
less than one thousand acres of land, students at the expense of other schools*
At Moderate Prices at
inclusive
of whatever land the state 11. One of the best results of con
Good Goods
may now own.
solidation will be a united alumni which
Right Prices
T
h
e
N
o
n
p a r e il C o n fe c tio n e ry
The following is submitted by the will work in harmony and Should he
136 Higgins Avenue.
TRY US and SEE
committee as the reasons which have. Ithe strongest influence for good in the
[actuated them in invoking a referendum state.
vote on the subject:
The committee which met in Helena
--------------------------------------- .
TRACK MEET
For Up to the Minute
Friday
and which decided to
MISSOULA TRUST & submit evening
CLOTHING, HATS,
the question of consolidating
(Continued from Page One.)
SAVINGS BANK
the state institutions to the people,
CAPS AND
Officers
have submitted the following as their port from the runners. Prescott will j
FURNISHINGS
J. M. Keith . . . . President
have
his
hands
full,
in
the
pole
vault]
reasons for so doing:
S. J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pres.
SEE
1. The prevention of duplication in!as W. S. C. is sending a eo’uple of men.
A. R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
the. courses of study, now necessary In who are supposed to go as high as 12 1,500 New Nobby Spring
R. c. Glddings, Asst. Cashier
separate institutions may be eliminated. feet. In the high, jump, Montana has j Patterns—Made for You
CAPITAL,.............. $200,000.00
Certain-subjects and courses- of- study absolutely no chance, at least on paper, j
SURPLUS.............. 60,000.00
are necessary in all the colleges as* a Crane, who set the intershcolastic rec-j
Three per cent Interest Paid on
125 Higgins Ave
basis
for the specialized courses. And ord in the high* jump last year, is go- {
Savings Deposits.
obviously, a great part of the work in ing to the Farmers’ school this year,
{ji"1 PvMORE
physical, chemical, mining and engi and should win easily.
JL tfT H A N $20
The Sprints.
neering work is the same. These dupli
cated courses may be handled by one In the 100 and 220-yard dashes James
Brown will be Montana’s best man. He j
department.
2;-; The elimination of the' duplication is probably the best college runner In j
of courses of study naturally eliminates the state, but whether he can win the]
KEY WE8T AND DOME8TIC
the duplication of equipment. This races against the Washington team is i
CIGARS.
means the same laboratory, the same a matter of question. If he is in good
Pool and Billiards
fixtures, recitation rooms, etc., and in form, however, he can give the best of
.connection with this the same libraryy. them a good race. In the quarter-mile, [
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes
Obviously, this centralized Equipment Higgins is the strongest man. He and
Agents for JOHNSON’S SWEET
Missoula.
109 B. Main St.
and library will be more efficient, more Jones, both Freshmen, will run the
CHOCOLATES.
first intercollegiate race tomorrow.
extensive and more economical.
"Meet Me at Kelly’s”
_____
3. The elimination of the duplica Both men will run in the 440, but Hig
2for25*1
Florence Hotel Building
|
C lu e tt Peabody t r ’CaJLac. M akers
tion of courses of study and equip gins, who won from Jones in the meet j
ment means an enormous saving in last week, is doped to win. Jones’best j
STEIN & MITCH
annual, appropriations, not only direct race is the half and he is expected 1:o
TAILORS
ly, but in the running expenses, heat win five points for the University in IAll work made by us Is guaranteed for I For Lunches and Homeing, lighting, service, both professional this race. Jones broke the state record i Style and Fit, First Class Workman
Made Pastry see
For a Cup of
and- care-takers. A professor may in for the 880 in the Interscholastic meet |
ship.
struct 30 as well as 15 students. The last spring, and those that know say he | Room 4, Second Floor Gibson Block
librarians, the electricians, the janitors, is running better this year than ever;
112 East Cedar
in fact, all service will be naturally re- before. In the Pow Wow at Spokane j
| duced, and at the same time with last summer he lost a close race to a j THE
CORNER STORE
tendon, however, so will be unable to I We cater to University students.
greater effectiveness,
Go to
I 4. ' It is generally recognized that in meet Jones this year.
!See us for candies and school supplies.
Joe Sibert
The Distances,
unity and harmony there is strength.
!Across the street from the High School. M. F. Nesbit,
!The present jealousy and ill-feeling In the distance run Montana is
Agents
(Formerly
Denton’s.)
between rival institutions whose pur- strong. Captain Taylor is running his j
[pose should be one cannot help but de usual good race and he is supported j
Attention, Faculty!
stroy the confidence of the people of [by an able crew of assistants. For that ]
LET
)the state in our home educational in-. matter Templeton won the two-mile j
Scandinavian
American
from Taylor in a friendly contest the j
Istitutions.
Pettitt,
Newlon
and Gage
THE
] 5. The elimination of duplication, [other night.
State Bank
WRITE YOUR INSURANCE
WESTERN MONTANA with centralization, creates a more ef It promises to be a good meet all
MI88OULA, MONTANA
fective and larger educational center around and should receive the support j
NATIONAL BANK
YOU CAN’T BEAT THE
with a basis for a real university, and Iof every member of the school. The j
General Banking
SHINES
one of the great universities of the Freshman-High School meet crowd j
at the
Business Transacted.
CAPITAL............... $200,000.00
northwest. This has been found true was composed chiefly of high school
SURPLUS............... 50,000.00
students
and
this
week
there
should
be
in the experience of Wisconsin and
Missoula Shoe Shining Parlor.:
Minnesota. And the opposite has an unusually large turnout of college] 3 per cent Paid on Sav
317 Higgins Ave. Chairs, for Ladles
!proved true in the other institutions, people to support Montana.
ings Deposits.
G. A Wolf . . President
where
the
intense
rivalry,
has
created
J. H. T. Hyman . Cashier
mediocre institutions, first one and
SPRING.
then the, other in- ascendency, or are.
For Finest Monts
—1917—
The shrill, clear wild song of the
moderately strong and are weak in A blue of water and a blue of sky,
Give us a trial
Peoples Shoe Repair Shop stitutions supported by the state.
thrilling bird,
A sun-splashed world, a warm, wind
529 South Higgins Ave. Both phones 106 South Third
A woman’s tender laugh, a man’s grave
1■ 6. The objection of present invest
puffing by,
Apprenticed mechanic, make'* at boots ment Should be considered from various j The new, gay green of budding grass
word,
and shoes to order.
! FLORENCE STEAM
standpoints. The . only investments
and tree,
IA drowsy fragrance over everything;
NO FACTORY WORK
dispensed with is the actual investment IThe rumble of the water rushing free, I| Blend these together and you have—;
LAUNDRY
Original and Guaranteed Work. Give in the bare buildings. The equipment The gorgeous wild flowers which the
the Spring.
Busha, Student Agent
Us a Trial.
and the land may be used or disposed
sun awoke,
—FROSH.
Pat Nolan, Proprietor.
PHONE 48.

CONSOLIDATION

Barber & Marshall

The Missoulian

Missoulian Publishing Company

Henley, Eigeman

HOT AND COLD LUNCHES

Get that Easter
Suit Now

L IN K ’S

S T A N D IS H 4M0©

Owen Kelly

Scotch W oolen
Mills

V______

J

COLLAR

QUICK LUNCH

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch

jModel Laundry Co

The Coffee Parlor

j

i Riverside Market

s

FAST HIGH SCHOOL GREW OVERCOME

Late News From Other
Colleges

Nursery Stuff

This is certainly our idea of nothing
to do, writing this column. After spend
ing several hours thinking up & suit
able head for the dnrned thing, we
haven’t the mental energy left to write
the column, Itself. If you by any per
severance have read this far, quit; the
rest doesn’t merit your further perusal

We apologize to the regular sporting
i Oregon—The freshman class at the ieditor of the paper of any plagiarism
IUniversity of Oregon has burst into Iof style which Is found herein. Being
fame among colleges by coming out ibut Freshmen we must follow In the
. from under the school year with a bal- :footsteps of our elders.
McGough’s Well Balanced Team Is Too Much for 1917 - | ance in the treasury of 325.66. The
— 1917—
—1917—
class nor the school didn't brag about | In the first place we want to say that Here is the way they tell It at Jdahu.
Higgins, Jones, Prescott and Brown Win Firsts—
Baseball at Montana.
: this fact, but if all freshman classes jif the group of students who have anSome Fast Records Were Made.
)are like ours it Is certainly worthy of , nounced a first-class ball team of col Baseball at Montana University has
being recorded. This is what the Ore lege men base their contention on the taken a slump. The athletic committee
True to their reputation, which i Brown, third. Time, : 10 2-5. 1913 in- gon Emerald says:
'grounds of a defeat administered to the a b o lis h e d all inter-collegiate baseball
they earned when they failed to go terscholastic, :10 3-5.
The itemised report which has just i gang that play'ed against the American for one year. The reasons for such
through the river on St, Patrick’s
Half Mile.
been made up by Treasurer Paul D. j Giants, we disagree. Almost any action seem to be that the conference
day, the Freshman shattered another I Jones (Freshman), first; Stitcht | Green of the freshman class shows !team could have handed an easy defeat rules are not stringent enough and that
precedent when they lost the annual (high school), second; Kemp (high j some interesting facts, the most im- j to that outfit and at that their two best there is tqo much tendency toward
Frosh-HIgh School, meet to the schol school), third. Time, 2:07. 1913 in- Iportant being that the class has now men were students at the University. “ringers.” Then too, the Btudents do
not manifest sufficient interest to make
—1917—
astics. It was the first time in the , terscholastic, 2.06. (This mark was Ion hand $25.66 over and above expenses
history of the school that the first !set by Jones and Is the state record). | contracted to date. There are about 50 S If that defeat which ,was given to it a paying proposition. Inter-clash
and
Inter-fraternity baseball will lie
i members Of the class have not paid Scribner’s team is the only’ cause for
year team ever lost to the high school
High Jump.
team just as it was the first time Denny (high school), first; Pres 'their dues as yet.
j fame, this bunch of men better adhere played instead.
— 1917—
that the Sophomores ever failed to cott (Freshman) and Anderson (high
—1917—
to the wishes of the A. S. U. M. It is
drag their opponents through- the school) tied for second. Height, 5 Kansas—They are still carrying on certain that no glory’ will come to them , Some more from the Argonaut:
W. S. C. Suffering.
slough. But the sting of defeat was feet, 3 inches. 1913 interscholastic, 5 the freshman-sophomore fight at Kan- [by winning over a crew like that.
With several men in the hospital and
lessened by the fact that it showed feet, 2% inches.
| sas University’. Here is an account of
—1917—
ja jinx apparently' following the team,
at least three men in the Freshman
'the latest struggle:
j We remember once a ■ statement prospects are far from bright for a
High Hurdles.
class who will make the University
The freshman class of the University | which the editor of this column, when •winning baseball team this year. InDenny
(high
school),
first;
McHafteam and will, moreover, be premier
of Kansas has refused to be ruled by | it is under its right caption, made at
in the events which they enter. fie (Freshman) second; Owens the sophomores, and as a result of an one time regarding his tendency to for- ijuries and sickness have cast their
These men are Jones, (half-mile), (Freshman), third. Time, .18 2-5. attempt on the part of the sophomores get his ideas before he had time to igloom over baseball prospects early in
Higgins (440 dash) and Prescott 1913 interscholastic, :17 3-5.
to lay down "the law” for the first- | put them in print. We plead not .gull- jthe season and have made it extremely
(pole vault). Wing Brown won the
220-Yard Dash.
year men, three members of the sopho j ty. We Freshmen are not supposed to difficult to develop any’ team work
low hurdles against the' prep school Murphy (high school), first; Hig more class were taken into the Santa : have any ideas, in which respect we far.—The Evergreen.
We do not take the above very seri
outfit, but it is doubtful if he can gins (Freshman), second; Brown Fe depot'before daylight this morning, : are normal.
ously'. It Is just a fair sample of the
beat his cousin for varsity honors.
(Freshman), third. Time, :23 4-5. hidden In the caboose of a freight train
—1917—
1913 interscholastic, 24.
and deported from town by a band of : The Freshman girls, through one or swan songs that come from Mr. #.
Time Fast.
Bender’s camp each season. We call
Broad Jump.
In nearly every' event the records Ross (high school), first; Doty' (high nearly’ 100 men students of the fresh jtwo representatives, challenge the count on a fast aggregation from the
made in the last year’s Interschol school), second; Ricketts (Freshman), man class. Before exiling the upper ischool to a track meet. This isn’t the state college, so lets work every minute.
astic meet were bettered. In the runs third. Distance, 18 feet, 6 inches. classmen, however, the freshmen ad i official will of the co-ed half of the
- 1917and In the field events almost every 1913 interscholastic, 21 feet, 3% ministered severe paddlings and de class but it ought to he. In most of Tonight we have to blossom out lit
prived the victims of their shoes, to !the schools of the country wherein the
mark was beaten. In the half-mile, inches.
white
gloves.
To make a confession,
make their return to Lawrence more ; ladles are educated it is customary to
Jones, who holds the state high school
Low Hurdles.
wearisome. The three sophomores were !hold a meet. The runs and jumps are this is the first time that we have ever
record, was hard pushed right to the
had the things on. It must be done,
finish by a high school man, Stlcht. Brown (Freshman), first; Murphy, discovered by the conductor a few miles >held and a good crowd is usually’ drawn. say’s Dame Fashion, so watch us, it will
—1917— |
It was one of the hardest races that (high school), second; Lansing (high out of town and were forced to walk
It mlght.be a good idea for Manager ibe pitiful.
Jones ever ran and it looks as though school), third. Time, :28 3-5. 1913 home over rough roads shoeless.
— 1917—
j Armitage. if a Frosh may tender him
—1917—
Sticht should have very little trouble interscholastic, :28 4-6.
Many' of the Freshman co-eds have
Discus Hurl.
in the co’ming meet. The quarter was
Chicago—Stewards of the various ja suggestion, to hold some-such a meet. old flames coming over track week.
perhaps the prettiest race of the day. Beckwith (high school), first; Dor fraternities at Chicago University have It might alleviate (Freshman English, Be careful men, no hostilities. Let the
Stone took the lead at the start and sey' (high school), second; Jones, organized a 'co-operative buying club | 3 credits) a bit the depression on the high school stuff sport ’em around for
held it to the 220 mark. Here Hig (Freshman), third. Distance, 100 :for the purchase of provisions. It was !treasury. An inter-class or inter-fra : a day or two and then you can come
gins, .who had already lost three races feet, 4 Inches. 1913 interscholastic, 99 announced that the organization would ternity meet would draw a good crowd Iback.
to the high school, lengthened out and ;feet, 10 inches.
represent the buying power- of 750 | of students. (Thanks, George, we
— 1917—
sot the pace the rest of the way. Fos
Mile Run.
(people. Vem Blackett was appointed i knew y'OXi’d appreciate our suggestion, i So endeth the nursery stuff. It is an
ter was right after him, however, and I ■ Orr (high school), first; Sticht \ chairman of a committee to plan the j Oh, the Dean? We never thought of i eleventh hour affair so pardon all small
it looked as though it were first for 1(high school), second; Sterling (high closer organization of the club as a [hern
town wit, etc.
—1917—
the Frosh and second for the high | School), third. Time, 5:02. 1913 in- i preliminary to a campaign for lowering
!
The
Montana
State
College
of
school. Then Jones, who had been ;terscholastic, 4:48.
' prices. Co-operative buying has met
T H E C A R N IV A L
boxed at the start, began to overtake
j with much favor at Cornell and Michl- j Agriculture and Mechanic Arts anShot Put.
: nounce the possession of a wonderful
one runner after the other. As he Denny (high school), first; Mettlen ’gan.
ijialf-miler. Bring him on, oh ye yokels,
neared Foster, the high school runner | (high; school), second; Anderson (high
(Continued From Page One.)
—1917; we have one, too! . A Freshman, b.v
made a last spurt. Jones was too ischool), third. Distance, 37 feet, 6
Harvard—Here is something to show i the way. .
be made at the CarnivaL
. much for him, though, and he was Iinches.
the difference In the financial standOwing to the above state of affair*
forced to finish third.
Pole Vault.
Ing of Harvard in the effete east, and !account from a college paper:
it is the duty of every student of
The Results.
Prescott (freshmen) first; Ander • Montana in the west:
the
University to get back of tho
Texas university dances will’here Oh, yes, and the final score was !son (high school), second; McQuar- Two Harvard students will pay Uncle ; after be police-chaperoned according manager and make the 1914 Carnival
high schoolTHEAP — d shrdlu puu irle (high school) and Sheedy (Fresh- j Sam $8,000 each under the income tax to a new ordinance of the city of a howling success. Floats must bo
High 'School, 82%; Freshmen, 43%. man), tied for third. Height, 10 j law. Hundreds of others at the same | Austin.
prepared. Individual stunts and other
The. detailed results follow.
Ifeet, 3 inches. 1913 intcrscholastic, 10 | university with less to pay will swell
forms of amusement made ready.
—1917—
;
the
amount
to
approximately’
fifty’
i
feet,
2
inches.
Washington—When the University of All those having any ideas or sug
50-Yard Dash.
; thousand dollars,
, Washington rowing crew returned from gestions will please report to Man
Murphy (high school), first; Higgins
HOT STUFF.
! We would like to see the tax collector Itheir Victory over all the coast teams, ager Busha at once and space in the
(Freshman), second; Brown (Fresh
i spot anyone that way around here. : they Were met by 1,500 students. The gymnasium will be set aside on
—1917—
man), third. Time, :05 4-5. 1913 in
| He (very crusty’)—“My mother used
freshman team, although confident of : notice. ...
—1917—;''$
terscholastic, :05 4-5.
to cook to please me.”
Texas—At the University or Texas | victory', were defeated by Stanford.
100-Yard Dash.
I She—“When she dies she will cook to , they are having a lot of trouble with 1The victorious team are now training For society and business stationery,
Murphy, first; Higgins, second; ; please me.”
their dancers if we are to believe this for the races at Poughkeepsie.
see the Bureau of Printing!—Advf

H. H. Batem an
and Company.
DRUGS, BOOKS
AND STATIONARY
837 N. Higgins Avenue
Bell 260 Red

Ind. 1651

Home Plate
Pool and Billiard Hall.
Cigars, Cigarette, Tobacoo and
Candy. Boat billiard and pool
tabloa in town.
WM. McBRIDE, Prop.
103 W. Front St.

Phono 1334 J

Union Market
Meets your meat needs.

EM PRESS

8eo Our Fine Display of Poultry

TODAY’S PROGRAM

‘The Relic”

BOTH PHONE8
Bell 117

|nd. 431

IN TWO PARTS

J.D. Rowland
Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a specialty
114 East Main Street
Missoula,
Montana

130-132 Higgins Avenue

A dramatic romance of stage
life, with & tragic denouement,
featuring the Broncho players In
one of their best offerings.

"How Is Your Coal Pile?”

“The Moonshiner’s
Daughter”

Hoit-Dickinson Piano
Company

The locale of this story Is In
the famous Blue Ridge moun
tains. Many thrilling scenes are
shown as the Illicit distillers at tempt to avoid capture.

Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higins Avenue
Missoula,
Montana

The Perry Coal
Company
J. M. SWANGO, Mgr.

110 E. Codar

Phonos 662

V.

E m p re ss P ipe O rgan an d Con
c e rt O rch estra.

J

ELECTRIC
COOKING
T h e C lean W ay'
Missoula Light and Water
Company

Blankbooks and Stationery

LISTER’S
Agent for
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER
Orders for Pine Engraving
Solicited
114 E. Main St.
Missoula.

- BE SURE
['That you' attend the Meet.

THE WEEKLY KAIMIN

THE PLAY
l» to be giv
en Thursday.

BIOLOGV CLASSES ARE OF PRES. BOWMAN SPEAKS ENGUSH INSTRUCTORS

p

P e c u re

m

m

C U ie fU ta n ^ r J o f

iagoula

“Come ready for active field serv
ice," announced Major Bray to his
laboratory cadets In biology last Tues
day and Thursday of this week. The
prospect of an afternoon spent in
gathering specimens up the Rattle
snake was greeted with as much joy
by the zoology enthusiasts who are
mostly freshmen, as the U. S. mid
dles hailed Wilson’s ultimatum. Ma
jor Bray found that his freshman ca
dets, though docile creatures in the
laboratory, were real "wandering Wil
lies” when the first "Call of the Wild”
reached them In the paths -of Greenough park. It certainly was more
fascinating to seek the bugs, bees and
butterflies in their native haunts than
sketch their anatomy In afternoon
lab. Rocks were turned over and
stumps amputated to find the ■ crea
tures of darkness, and every new
specimen was promptly discussed and
classified. Major Bray flavored the
hiking with Interesting facts about the
various kinds of animal and plant
|.life seen along the Rattlesnake, and
made the trips so instructive as well
as enjoyable that the enthusiasm for
biology and its relation to every-day
life Is greater than ever among his
students. He is now giving a series
Of four lectures upon the “Evolution
of Man” which have aroused a keen
interest and certainly will cause some,
at least, to continue the study of
biology. :

SIX S T U D E N T S
ENLIST

m aniile

Militia Being Formed Has
University Men in It

BIJOU THEATRE

GIVES INTERESTING HISTORY OF
The State Council of Teachers of
MINING AND METALS—SPEAKS IEnglish will be the name of the associ
WELL OF SCHOOL.
ation to be organized at the Univer

sity on Wednesday of track week,
. President Bowman, of the Montana May 13. Doctor Reynolds, head of the
School of Mines occupied the convo English department, has issued invita
cation hour this week, and spoke on tions to all high school and college
metals In history, use, production, and teachers of English in Montana, and
finally in connection with the school reports that many have already ac
cepted. Superintendent Davee will be
of mining at Butte. He traced the use here to draw up a program for an
of metals clear back to Homer, and English teachers’ assembly this fall.
showed how. the dream of the ancients I This state council will affiliate with
was the metals which could be made the National Council of Teachers of
into gold. The old alchemists spent English, which is one of the most im
their .lives in search of precious met portant educational organizations in
als, and thus the story of metal is pe America. English is the only subject
culiar in its romantic interest Today continued throughout a student’s
there are 1,000,000 men working in course from childhood to his B. A.
metals producing $2,000,000,000 a year. degree, and thus English teaches edu
The dividends in the United States cation at more angles than any other '
alone are greater than those of our single study. It serves more students,
banking systems. This great increase but hitherto has received less atten
in use of metals has been due to the tion and less endowments than other
cheapness of present mining^ with the major courses, and thus it is with
big dredge. President Bowman said the purpose of emDhasizlng the lab
the production of gold and the cost of oratory side of the study of English
living have advanced side by side, that the National Council has been
and that history reyeals the strange carrying on its work of mutual help,
relation' between the use of gold and [doctor Reynolds looks forward to great
civilization. Gold either from merce co-operation, in English departments
nary or other aspects has moulded the throughout the state as a result of
destinies of nations,' for it was gold the assembly in May.
that called out the pioneers, and gold
which caused men to undergo the se
THE YOLK OF TYRANNY.
verest hardships known. It remains
still the great stimulant of this age.
“We had scramble deggs every morn
President Bowman discussed the ing at the beach this summer."
mining. school in its operation and “How was that?”
practicable system of teaching, and The girl used to lay. them on the
closed with a prophecy as to the fu table, and the boarders all scrambled
ture of the mining industry.
for them.”

LECTURE C O U R SE
N U M B E R S G IV E N

“We, the undersigned, pledge our
selves to join a military company to
be organized in Missoula and to be Mrs. Alice Macleod and Prof. IPres. E. B. Craighead speaks
104 W. Main St.
come a part of the national guard of
Always in the Lead
De Loss Smith Render Fine on “America’s OpportuMontana, subject to-service in the
Program.
nity”—Very good.
Hardware
Vaudeville and Photo- present trouble in Mexico.”
So reads the pledge which heads an
Crockery
Plays
enlistment roll carried by Hugo Swan- The largest audience that has yet Dr. E. R. Craighead, president of
Entire Change of Program Sun
Paints
berg and Claud G. Adams of this city. attended any of the University lecture the Upiversity, delivered a scholarly
day, Monday and Thursday.
Harness
There were 35 names written in the course numbers last week heard Mrs.
roll last evening, six being names of Alice Macleod, head of the elocution address at the University last TuesNo Vaudeville on 8unday.
Studebaker Wagons
university students, and Mr. Swanberg department, and Professor De Loss Iday on "America’s Opportunity.” The
stated that he had refused more than Smith, instructor of music at the Uni lecture was one of the numbers in the
60 others who were, eager to join his versity, give a program of music and course given during the year by the
company of volunteers, but who did reading in the assembly hall at the University. The address was one of
Roses, Violets, Chrysan
not quite meet his standards. Mr. University. The entertainment was the finest which Dr. Craighead has
Swanberg is well known in Missoula good and the spectators left the hall ever delivered before a local audience.
themums, Carnations cut
as a loyal Spanish-American war vet Pleased at the entertaining and prof The subject was one on which he
eran. He served three years and four
fresh every day at the
feels ■ strongly and he developed and
months in the Philippines, first as a itable evening spent.
sergeant in the regular army and later j Mrs. Macleod read Galsworthy’s expressed it in a masterly-way.- MISSOULA
as first lieutenant of volunteers. Mr. j “Strife” in a dramatic and effective This nation, with its wealth of re
Adams is a graduate of the University manner. She ‘ used no manuscript sources and population, has an oppor
NURSERY CO.
of Nebraska. He has been an officer whatever, giving the whole piece with tunity greater than any other on the
"The Old Reliable’’
In the regular army and served with
Pays 3 per cent Interest excellent
Store, Montana Bldg., Bell 192
record through the Spanish- out once referring to a copy of the [face of the earth,. Dr. Craighead told
play. The presentation of the various his audience. If the great power of
American war.
Green House Bell 45
on Savings Deposits.
acts and scenes of the play were In the American nation could be turned
HELP!
terpolated with vocal selections bj toward inward development, toward
Professor Smith. All of his songs education and the enlargement of
—1917—
It is rumored that the Law School is were good. Some were dramatic, some nstead. As an example of the extremes
going to have a brass band, and that humorous and some love songs. The lng. lie urged the abandonment 0*f
NEW TANGO PUMPS brass band is to be. the best in the song which scored the biggest hit of militarism and the waste of strength
No one can question the the evening was a love song written It entails, asking for growth of mind
SPRING HEEL PUMPS northwest.
possibility of a Law Band after the last, by...Pr.ofesgor B§.t.eirnan Qf. the Univer lstead.--As.au example, of the extremes
Stationer
BABY DOLL PUMPS issue of The Kaimln in which the legal sity faculty.
to which militarism has taken, the na
College. Fraternity and Sojrorlty
trumpeters demonstrated their blowing Mrs. Macleod was handsomely tion,” Dr. ‘Craighead ioid of eongres^’
COLONIAL PUMPS
Pennants. Baton, Crane & Pike
capacities. -Hail to our brass-buttoned gowned and when she came*onto th< refusal to appropriate $500,000 -to the
Rubber Sole Sneaks
stationery and all late books.
lawyers, but who will be the band stage a ripple of “ahs” swept over‘the national ■■university recommended by
house. This was followed.,by applause. all ’of the ' country’s great educators,
GYMNASIUM SHOES
master? "v> fiiff >'?jgj
During the course of her readings Mrs. while spending $6,500,000 for a useless
Spring 1914 Stock
Macleod ..was presented with a hand army post in Wyoming.
IN TIME of pe a c e .
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK
some bouquet’of. pink tea roses. This
The United States Department "iot ict was heartily approved .by the au the. entertainment offered by Mrs.
dlence who applauded for several min Macleod and Professor Smith made
Health
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’ Bureau of'Printing for- work t h a t ___________________ ________ _ by persons who have the grrip. This is utes.
the biggest “hit” of any that have been
satisfies, gains recognition and an at- Dancid programs,* bills, office sta- no,joke for Those who have .the grrip. From the expressions of the audi-: offered on ’ the university lecture
nee a's 'it left the hall last evening.; course. .
trafctlvehess that predominates
I tiohery„’ announcements; phone 465. —Ex.
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